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June 1, 1943
The convoy from Kabrit arrived today, having traveled by boat from Alexandria, Egypt to Tripoli, and
from there to Sfax by truck. They consisted of some 200 men. Captain Shear is the only one left at
Kabrit. We are making hasty preparations for moving. The weather has turned quite warm, and
swimming in the Mediterranean is in order.
June 2, 1943
“A” party left for the front today, and the 486th Mess Hall was moved up to serve “A” party. Trucks are
scarce, and we are going to run a shuttle service with the few trucks and planes. There is considerable
confusion with this move due to the fact that our Headquarters has not worked out a systematic plan of
moving by squadron with the limited transportation that we have. The 12th Bomb Group moves in a
few hours while the 340th spends several tortuous days.
June 3, 1943
The Flight Echelon left today by shuttle service in the planes. This evening we had a girl show,
imported from the States, and also an English orchestra that was very good. Our special services
department is improving rapidly, and we have a movie projector and have had one good movie already.
Major Paul went after NAFFI supplies today. [NAFFI: Navy, Army, Air Force Institute. A British
organization roughly comparable to America's USO.] The British have been very mean about giving us
any kind of Post Exchange service, and our own Post Exchange service is inadequate.

June 4, 1943
“B” party joined “A” party today at Hergla, a field on the salt flat about 20 miles north of Sousse. We
are directly on the Mediterranean sea now, and many of the boys have already enjoyed the beach.
There are many British and American Anti-Aircraft emplacements around the field and the country
seems to be littered with Tank units, Coast Artillery, and other defense and offense encampments. The
hills of Enfidaville and surrounding territory loom up in the distance. A stiff wind blows over us from
the direction of the mountains, and becomes quite cool at night. There are huge bombs all around the
planes, mostly of the 1,000 pound variety. We have almost 60 planes now and there is talk of
increasing this amount to 18 per squadron, which is more than we have crews for and more that is
usually allotted to a unit.
Captain Fowler left this afternoon for Tripoli, bag and baggage. He is not expected back. A Captain
from the Ninth Air Force escorted him away after making a final investigation in the group, and
[illegible]

June 5, 1943
With the loss of Captain Fowler, our former Group Adjutant, we needed a replacement, and Colonel
Tokaz lost no time in filling this vacancy. Captain Pearlstein, former adjutant of the 486th Bomb
Squadron was called upon to relieve his duties in this squadron and take up duties of Group Adjutant.
We put up our Headquarters tent this morning, and with all personnel present, we started operation in a
big way in the 340th. A mission is being planned tomorrow, and soon we believe they will be running a
regular shuttle service over Pantalleria island. This island fortress has been bombed regularly for the
past month, and the Allies have issued an ultimatum to them to get out within a certain time if they
wanted to save any of their troops on the island.
The 12th Bomb Group is still with us, and their other two squadrons have joined them here from the
other front. We have over a hundred B-25's on this field now, and from the looks of English and
American planes flying over, there must be other such bases all around. It is a tremendous air force;
enough to make any power shudder.
June 6, 1943
We started activity this morning with a twelve-plane mission over Pantalleria. The 12th Bomb Group
likewise sent a 12-plane mission earlier in the morning. Our mission was reported rather unsuccessful
due to the fact that only four bombs struck land, and the rest were dumped into the sea. The blame was
placed partially on the Group Armament Officer who had instructed the Bombardiers and crews in
dropping their Bombs. At any rate, the mission was not too successful, although all planes returned
safely and encountered practically no Anti-aircraft fire.
Another movie this evening, same as last night: “Pride of the Yankees.” The camera broke down half
way through the picture, and the disappointed audience were forced to retreat. This afternoon the troop
of four girls and two men came in to put on a show for us tomorrow evening. Colonel Tokaz, several
of the Squadron C.O.'s threw a little party for the visitors, resulting in slight inebriation, and rather
ribald behavior in general on the part of the participants.
June 7, 1943
More missions today over Pantelleria. We sent out two twelve-plane missions and the 12th also sent out
two also. It must be some kind of psychological raids to impress the enemy with our huge air strength
and divert their attention from the big impending move that is almost certain to come soon. There
seems to be practically no resistance over the island, as all planes return safely.
The “Let us be gay” show gave forth last night and was enjoyed by all. It was followed by a movie.
P.X. supplies were drawn today, from about sixty miles away, and the men who went after them
reported numerous airfields all around here with every type of plane imaginable both British and
American.

June 8, 1943

Captain William Pearlstein is making a sincere effort to do a good job as adjutant of the 340th Bomb
Group. He is well acquainted with the problems of the squadron, and expresses a supreme desire to
coordinate the activities of the four squadrons with that of the Group. This has long been a problem in
this group; that is the independency of the squadrons to the group. The competitive spirit has its
advantages, but in some cases it has led to the disorganization of the group. Captain Pearlstein is a
better master of psychology than of administration, but the latter is not so terribly important in his
position, as there are enough men in the group who do know administration and can take care of that
end of it. His main function is to keep the four squadrons “on the ball” as he phrases it, and he
manages this rather successfully. For the past three days, his beady little black eyes have been pouring
over papers, and he has been a human dynamo of activity. He has the full support of Colonel Tokaz, so
things should go smoothly. In several instances, Captain Pearlstein has tried to profit from the mistakes
of Captain Fowler, and I believe he is shrewd enough to avoid many of Captain Fowler's
entanglements.
Three missions over Pantelleria today, and a terrific number of bombs have been dropped on this small
island fortress. The Germans bombed and strafed Korba today which is approximately forty miles
from here. Slit trenches are being built here, but the ground is so hard that digging is practically
impossible. A rumor has it that the invasion of Pantelleria will take place around June 11th. Shouldn't
be surprised if our next move was Sicily, and that move in the near future.
There are anti-aircraft guns almost everywhere you walk on this field. Over a hundred planes and
probably around 3,000 men are dispersed within a five mile radius. The field itself is tremendous,
being a long salt flat stretching out for almost six miles. Several German reconnaissance planes have
been sighted at odd times taking pictures over the field
The 340th has suffered several severe blows. The first was the loss of Major Whittington, then Colonel
Mills, seven or eight good combat crews and planes, the corruption of Captain Fowler, and the

inefficiency of some of our men and officers on this side. At the present time an attempt is being made
to transfer Captain White of the 489th Bomb Squadron out of the Group. He is the Squadron S-2, is
thoroughly disliked, and serves practically no constructive role in the operation of the Squadron. Then
we have men like Lt. Thompson, 486th Bomb Squadron, Lt. Howlett [Harold A. Howlett], 488th, who
are trained as S-2 officers, but have nothing much to do, and are more or less supernumeraries. Some
of these men are worthless, and some are suffering from the wrong classification. Air Corps Officers
are in many instances, those 90-day wonders, that break under the strain. On the other hand, we have
Captain Summers, Major Bailey, Lt. Dorondo [John F. Dorondo], and others who are basically
constructive and are contributing their all to the cause. Lt. Dorondo went on a scavenger hunt today in
the hills around Enfidaville, and brought back an estimated $6,000 worth of equipment abandoned by
the enemy. Among this was a huge refrigeration unit, communications equipment and essential tools.
With the pressure of war and the work we have in front of us, I believe that almost all of our officers
will come through though.
June 9, 1943.

(Hergla North)

Still bombing Pantalleria. The ack-ack has become a little more accurate, but still our planes all come
back. June 11 draws nearer each day, and the bombing grows heavier reaching a steady crescendo of
thunder that is heard to the shores of Africa. Colonel Tokaz went up to T.B.F. [Tactical Bomber Force]
today and brought back reports of terrific bombing on Pantelleria, and stated that planes of every
description could be seen going over towards the island. It seems to me that we are resting on the brink
of a cliff at present, ready to plunge off almost any time. In other words, there is something imminent.
June 10, 1943 (Hergla North)
Large British Tanks of the Churchill variety pass through our area almost every morning on their way
to target practice. We can hear the heavy thud of their large guns all day. A wire was received from
Cairo this morning, requesting the presence of about 24 men and Officers in Cairo to testify against
Captain Fowler. Colonel Tokaz disapproved the idea, and replied by wire that such was impossible.
This evening we witnessed the bombing of Sousse, with a large barrage of ack-ack fire. It was a
beautiful show, though we never did hear whether or not Sousse was bombed definitely. We thought
we could hear the bombs exploding, though it might have been the ack-ack. At any rate we were all in
our slit trenches or close by.
Tomorrow is the big day, and troops are amassed along this coastline of North Africa for the big push
on Pantelleria. Three missions are scheduled for tomorrow morning, and we expect a big day.
June 11, 1943 (Hergla North)
The big push is on, and pilots reported this afternoon after completing our two missions over the island
that there was nothing to be seen but a mass of smoke on Pantelleria. This evening, we sent a mission
over Lampadusa, a small island with air field, southeast of Pantelleria.
There is a big shake-up pending in Group operations. Major Bailey is to be our new Operations
Officer, vice Major Bachrach will be tactical officer and inspector, Captain Garske [George C. Garske],

488th Operations Officer will take over duties of ass't operations officer relieving 1st. Lt. Rodgers
[Bobby M. Rodgers] who will be assigned to the 487th Bomb Squadron.
Planes flew over all day today including everything from “Wimpys” to P-38's and English Spitfires. It
is really quite a show.

Vickers Wellington Bomber nicknamed: "Wimpys"
June 12, 1943
Pantelleria fell today, and Lampadusa, which has been under heavy bombing today is expected fall
soon. A large number of prisoners were taken on Pantelleria.
Another tent was added to the double HQ tents today, making
an extra tent for the Colonel's office. Retreat formation
together with Officer of the day and Officer of the Guard will
start soon. The naming contest for the group came to a close
today, and the four Squadron C.O.'s, Colonel Tokaz, and Sgt.
House picked the name, “THE AVENGERS.” Three-day
passes were awarded to the men who submitted this name.
These were F/O Eugene J. Wasserman, 488th, S/Sgt. John P.
Sadowski, 488th, Sgt. George J. Bacher, 489th, S/Sgt. Sylvester
H. Kepp of HQ, and T/Sgt. Bulwer of the 487th Bomb
Squadron. These men will be flown over to Algiers the
morning of June 13th, and they will be picked up again after
the expiration of their pass. The Enlisted men of Headquarters
are starting an Enlisted Men's club.
June 13, 1943
Lampadusa surrendered today, without hardly any resistance.
A R.A.F. pilot landed on the island when his plane was forced
down, and expected to be taken prisoner. Instead the people
of the island appealed to him for the proper form of surrender,
and the pilot flew back to the mainland where he notified the
proper authorities that the island had surrendered.

Unidentified soldier next to car
stenciled with "Avengers"
nickname. Photo: Hymie Setzer
Collection

The flag pole was raised today, and further preparations went forth for retreat formations. Colonel
Tokaz is scheduled to visit T.B.F. tomorrow. Planes are receiving a yellow circle around their United
States insignia, and large blue number of two digits on the tail. A 48-hour stand-by and a brief
interlude anticipated in which all men of this group will have time to get planes in shape for the next
big push, and go through something of an intensive “training program,” The schedule for now seems
to be, Italy by the first of August, and Germany as well as her European conquest by November or
winter. With a terrific aerial pounding from England and North Africa, and a large scale air and land
attack up through the Balkans, Germany will be in an embarrassing position. The Russians also are not
doing bad.
A party of six came in late this afternoon by DC-3, among which was Captain Fowler. It looks like the
court martial is on, and right at our front door. Its not what one would term a pleasant situation; in fact
it is practically unbearable. Those of us that were close to Captain Fowler and liked the man dread it
worse than anyone, though there are those few who gloat over these proceedings.
No planes lost during the campaign on Pantelleria, and we trust our luck will hold out over Italy. The
name “AVENGERS” might have been by token of the death of our beloved Colonel and commanding
Officer, William C. Mills.
June 14, 1943
A very exciting day around Headquarters, with the preliminaries of the Court Martial going full force
and then in the afternoon, Ninth Air Force inspectors prying around into the bowels of the 340th
administrative setup. It was no coincidental that the court martial and the inspection were what one
might call simultaneous, for certain discrepancies were presented before the court martial that affected
more than one Captain Fowler. Major Keller's pugilistic mood, wild driving, and its results on the
night of June 6, 1942, with the accompanying behavior resulting from a wild drinking party. However,
everything is expected to iron out O.K. in a few days, and no major upset is expected. Although
Captain Fowler with his two attorneys on the defense, Major Kisselman and a Lt. Krusemark, feel that
they “can beat the rap,” the prosecution expresses a much different angle.
The planes are practically all on the ground, and being repaired. Personnel is going on passes to Tunis,
Algiers, and other playgrounds of the Middle-East. The pulse has quickened with the inspection, with
operations resting on their laurels.
June 15, 1943
The court martial is rather dormant today as far as interrogation is concerned. Six Colonels and majors
came in this evening as part of the Court Martial. The proceedings will be held in the officer's club, as
that is the most pretentious array of tents and furnishings on the grounds.
Flying is going on including some night flying. News of 120 paratroopers landing in North Africa has
caused all passes to be restricted, and an order was issued by Colonel Tokaz that all men must carry
rifles or other weapons at all times, as 80 of the paratroopers are reported still on the loose.

June 16, 1943
The Court Martial started early this morning and was executed in rapid fire precision. Sgt. Skipper
[Joseph F. Skipper], Pvt. Tobias [Chester Tobias] who had lost $130.00 in the case of the former and
$500.00 in the case of the latter, were called to testify that they had entrusted the above sums to Captain
Fowler, and had never received renumeration for their deposits. Corporal Perle [Sidney Perle] was a
witness to the transaction between Tobias and Captain Fowler. Then witnesses were called forth about
the ration check.
At approximately 8:00 P.M. the court reached its decision. Three years and a D.D. [Dishonorable
Discharge from the Army] The details of the case are too numerous to mention at the present time, but
suffice to say that 1st Lt. Dellameter, ass't S-2 of the 486th Bomb Squadron was the instigator and
procured most of the evidence.
News revealed today that Lampione, a small island in the Mediterranean was seized by the Allied
Navy. This was the last of the Pelagian islands and last outpost of Italy in the Sicilian narrows.
Pantellaria, Lampedusa and Linosa are all now in Allied hands.
Captain Rothwell from the Army Liaison outfit (211th) was attached today. He is the British officer that
gave the interesting talks down at Sfax. Enlisted men in HQ have erected a very nice day-room which
will be amply supplied with fixtures and refreshment later.
June 17, 1943
This morning was a whirlpool of activity in the 340th Bomb Group. Captain
Fowler and the board of Court Martial left for Cairo, though some of the
board were going up to Tunis while they were here. Lt. Meyer [Thomas B.
Meyer] was relieved as adjutant of the 486th Bomb Squadron, and Lt.
Shealy, former Mess Officer, is the new adjutant. Sgt. Skipper is now
“Asst. Flight Surgeon” as he expresses it, which means that he has been
transferred from the orderly room to the medics. Lt. Dellameter was
shipped out the morning to a fighter command, together with another S-2
officer, who were classified as overages. Major Paul's promotion is going in
for Lt. Colonel.
William T. Shealy

Four more British boys were attached to the group today for work in Signals
under Lt. Berenson. This has grown to be quite a large department now,
with four cryptographers, nine signal corps men, and 12 (twelve) British boys. Mail came in today,
though there wasn't very much of it. This mail has become a very important item in the life of the
340th, and is one of our greatest morale boosters. Movies are still showing, and Lt. Gjertson, our
Special Services officer has adopted the system of showing the same movie for two nights in a row.
“Saboteur” is the one showing this evening. Formal retreat and guard mount goes on every evening,
and gives Hergla North the air of a real army post. It is too bad the rations don't live up to the rest of
the traditions.

June 18, 1943 (Hergla North)
1st Lt. Howlett, asst. S-2 officer, 488th Bomb Squadron was appointed Group Administrative Inspector
today with M/Sgt. McElroy as his assistant. Lt. Howlett, Lt. Bowsher, 489th, Lt. Thompson, 486th, Lt.
Bayless, 487th and several other B.I. Officers are under that classification of civilians commissioned
directly into the army who have not the experience nor army talent to make them very valuable. Lt.
Bowsher wants to be a pilot now, largely due to his feeling of uselessness in the squadron.
The writer went to Tunis today and saw King George passing through Grombalia. He was driven
through in a convoy of M.P.'s on motorcycles, armored cars, staff cars loaded with officials, and one
limousine as a decoy. Tomorrow a representation is scheduled to go from the 340th Bomb Group up to
Tunis and witness the passing of his Majesty the King of England, through the streets of a city in his
new empire.
Tunis is not nearly so badly hit as Tripoli, Sfax, and some of the other coast-line cities of North Africa.
The beautiful bay still stands, and a busy city with street-cars, and almost all public utilities intact, goes
merrily on its way. Of course there is a conspicuous number of military personnel present in the town.
Tunis is the one city where we found a decent meal; though some of the natives told how the Germans
had taken everything; rings, bracelets, radios, food,clothing, and all that they could use. Also, how the
German guard in the town had shot out the lights in the houses at night if they saw any burning, and
showing us the broken chandeliers and holes in the ceiling. The wineries are going full force however,
and I had the pleasure of going through one of these. Huge vats as much as twenty feet high, gave
evidence of thousands of barrels of vine stored there during the harvest of the grapes.
There are no missions at the present time, and the men are still busy in a training program, night-flying,
and repair work. The next big push is pending however, and when it starts, we expect some real action
in the way of our moving, and ceaseless missions over the target. Everyone is getting restless for
something to happen, and many are chafing at the changes in the administrative set-up so recently
effected, especially in the 486th Bomb Squadron.
June 19, 1943

Avro York Aircraft
Today was a rather slow one in the 340 Bomb Group. Colonel Tokaz was away all day to see the
King of England who was going through Grombalia, and a representation from our Group was also
present. They didn't seem much impressed by the king himself, but more impressed by the large fourmotored, triple finned plane, one of Britain's latest, that was to take the King down to Tripoli. There
was also an escort of about 8 P-38's and one Beaufighter or night fighter.
th

Captain Pearlstein is busy trying to get the Officers 66-1 cards [Officer qualification card] in shape for
HQ officers. A large number of Officers' promotions bounced today because of insufficient
information on them and trouble on the part of the Ninth Air Force in determining whether the
promotions should be AUS or AUS AC. The 306th Service Group is in full operation now, as they
relieved the 46th service squadron about a week ago. There are quite a few trips now to Tunis, Algiers,
and other places of interest in this locality. We are still short on the necessary materials for operation,
and are putting up with makeshifts and anything we can get our hands on. We received a photo-trailer
the other day, which should make an easier job for the photo men.
The current was cut off this evening in the middle of “Star-Spangled Rhythm” at the movies. HQ's
men enjoyed their first evening of inebriation at the new Club.
June 20, 1943
Major Kisselman left for Cairo today on secret orders. What his mission is we do not know. Lt.
Koplitz [John F. Koplitz], pilot and seasoned with overseas duty with the R.A.F., was assigned to the
489th Bomb Squadron. He told us of his fourteen months flying Spitfires. His rather sour impression
of the British as a group, and his liking of them as individuals. He comes from East Orange New
Jersey, and was an orchestra leader in civilian life.
We have many men like Lt. Koplitz with various
careers behind them. Practice missions going
on, but other than that, nothing new to report.

John Francis Koplitz Note uniform insignia of
both RCAF and AAF. Photo collected from
http://www.budslc.com/ww2/

[There are no entries for June 21st. It appears that a new author takes over the diary as there is a
noticeable change in narrative style.]
Hergla, Tunisia --- June 22, 1943
This is the first day of a grand new diary. Before it's completion it should contain facts of interest to all
concerned or connected with this organization. It shall be the aim of this diary to faithfully record the
official events that take place from day to day. Mostly it will be an account of what goes on in this
group, viewed through the eyes of one who is advantageously placed to report on day to day events.
From time to time personalities will creep into the story, but only insofar as they affect the group as a
whole. The facts will be presented almost bare. That is to say that no effort will be made to adopt a set
literary style. Facts will be placed in sequence whenever possible. The story will be told frankly and
honestly.
June 22, 1943
The command is in training. No combat missions are expected in the near future and none have been
flown since the fall of Lampedusa a week ago. Day and night missions keep the various squadrons
busy. It has been suggested today that a series of lectures be worked out to acquaint all men with the
use of the basic weapon. This is the air corps. In the past there has been very little emphases placed on
the efficient use, care and cleaning of arms. This has been noted and will be corrected. The staff
meeting today was routine. It has been suggested that an officers' bulletin board be erected at group
headquarters and a sign out book established. This system will permit Headquarters to keep a tab on all
officers and it will be adopted at once. The squadrons have been busy today. Announcement
concerning OCS [Officer Candidate School] had been sent out and eager “Avengers” are scurrying
about getting applications in order. Authorized quota for this group is five enlisted men. The group has
some good men – it will be difficult to chose. Noticed today that the camouflage unit is operating in
one of the squadrons. Paint is being sprayed on various tents and should alleviate one of our big
problems here; camouflage. Paratroop threats still keep the command on edge. We are well guarded
not worried too much. The guards have been on the ball. Anyone trying to get through the camp area
at night will testify to that. A group insignia will be adopted soon. Entries are coming in and more are
expected in the near future. The day was routine.
June 23, 1943
It rained today but cleared up in the afternoon. This field could not stand much water. The ships would
hold up O.K. But the runways would become too soft for continuous operations. Which brings up the
point; when do we commence combat missions? Today it seemed like there were hundreds of planes in
the air. We know for a fact that here in North Africa the allies have concentrated a huge air armada.
Reports coming to us from the Cape and from Algiers state that invasion barges and sea craft are
plentiful. This group is ready at the line, just itching to get started. Routine day at Headquarters today.
Applications are pouring in for OCS. The board meets tomorrow and will chose five lucky ones from
this organization. The training program goes on with day and night formations being practiced by all
squadrons. The restriction was lifted today and combat crew members and certain ground personnel
will now be given passes to Tunis and Algiers. The parachute scare seems to have dwindled away, but
caution is still being exercised. The new group bulletin board is up and officers will be required to sign
each day. The sign out book is ready and from now on each officer will be required to sign out before
leaving the base and upon his return. Administrative inspections are scheduled for next month with Lt.

Howlett as Administrative Inspector. Still trying to get a suitable group insignia. Will have one soon.
At the moment retreat is being held outside. A regular daily affair now it seems to have more meaning
over here than it ever has before. A new group innovation and a good one.
June 24, 1943
The board for the selection of the officer candidates has been meeting all day and they are meeting
again tonight. Major Paul is the president of the board and he informs the writer that it is extremely
difficult to select five candidates from the forty or so who applied. During the staff meeting today
some news dispatches were read and it seems that, although we are not actively engaged at the
moment, the war is going on all around us. An interesting account of a recent mission carried out by
the 310th Group was read. Thirty six B-25's raided Sicily and were attacked by a formation of thirty
plus enemy fighters. Having a cover of P-38's they managed to knock down a good many of the
enemy. This group has had no trouble with fighters on any of the missions thus far. It can be expected
with the next phase however and the gunners have been getting themselves a little practice on the
turrets. We await the big push. As members of the Tactical Bomber Force our function in the past has
been to push hard and heavy on an objective during the final, furious phase of the battle. It may be true
that we are being held here until various points on Sicily, Sardinia and Corsica are softened up a little
more, then we shall move in with frequent, telling missions. A wire in from higher headquarters today
says that there will be no new combat groups trained in the States after the first of July. Consequently
this group must submit a report of the number of combat crews on hand immediately. According to the
wire, the limit of air forces expansion has been just about reached. The combat crews now available in
this theatre, and a few more soon to come across will have to be the basis for replacement for all
tactical outfits. Quite frequently members of this organization have come across counterfeit American
bills printed on one side only. On the other side is a bit of propaganda printed in Arabic. Today, the
writer managed to get the English translation of that bit of subterfuge and prints in verbatim;
My Moslem [sic] Brother:
“You will see on this paper a picture of the paper money with which the Anglo-Americans have
tried and are still trying to enslave the world. Remember, my Moslem Brother, the blood of
your innocent brethren is still floating like rivers for no other purpose but to add to the wealth of
those debauched pirates who are now controlling God's worshiper's and their country. Look at
the present happenings and the resulting tragedies in all the Moslem dominions, which are being
caused by the domination of the Anglo-Americans and their greed. Wake up and rise and be
swift to save the little that is left by joining your efforts to the efforts of the other nations that
have revolted against the domination and cruelty of the Anglo-Americans. Now is the time! If
you wait until tomorrow you will find it passed; wake up, dear Moslem brothers. With the
defeat of the Anglo-Americans the enemies of the “hated Moslems” you will insure your life
and the lives of your children and God will protect you forever and insure that defeat of the
Jews who have always been like leeches sucking the rich blood from the land of the Ishlams.”
Not much it's true, but these Jerry bastards leave no stone unturned in their ruthless march toward a
now nebulous victory. Col. Tokaz [Adolph E. Tokaz] will fly up to St. Arnaud now in an attempt to get
some official information about two men who have, until the present, been listed as missing in action.
He leaves in the morning and will probably have some information for the group when he returns. Lt.
Zerega, former group navigator and T/Sgt. Warren, radio gunner, both crew members o f Col. Mills
[William C. Mills] ship the day of the accident are in a hospital near Algiers. They may be able to tell
us the details of the tragedy. No further word about jurisdiction. It seems that we are still under the 9th

U.S.A.F. For administration and the 12th U.S.A.F. for supply and operations. A traveling Special
Service show to be held this evening under the African Stars. Not exactly like the Hollywood Bowl but
the best we have to offer
June 25, 1943
Col. Tokaz took off for Constantine and no sooner did he get his ship off the ground than things started
to happen here. This morning Lt. Scott, flight leader of the 489th Squadron took two operations tents
with him on take off. The ship settled just after the wheels were pulled up and 489th Operations tents
just happened to be in the way. Luckily no one was injured. Capt. White was standing in the doorway
when the ship came over. He threw himself flat on the ground and it was a good thing he did for the
tent pole was snapped in two just above his head. Following that a British boy fell from a motorcycle
in the group area and broke his ankle in two places. This afternoon an enemy plane was reported
overhead and a barrage was sent up from the Sousse area. Late this
afternoon one of the pilots in the 486th was returning from Algiers and
signaled “Emergency Landing.” His left tire blew out on take-off and
he was bringing the ship back to this field. He made a beautiful
landing, cut his switches, veered down the runway and stopped. All
safe. The little thrills that make this business dangerous, but exciting.
A lot of mail in today and everyone happily reading three to seven
letters each. Mail is one of the biggest factors in morale over here.
Food is another. A change of diet and fresh meat is vitally needed for
this command. Every effort is being made to acquire a larger and better
ration. It seems that this group was one of the last to be trained in the
States, and possibly there will be no other combat crews formed after
July 1. A wire from General Spaatz seems to make this clear.
Evidently we are reaching the limit of air forces expansion. A huge
General Carl Andrew
armada of allied planes located in this theatre at the present moment.
Spaatz, Commander Allied
This group is eagerly awaiting the go ahead signal from higher
Northwest African Air
headquarters. The promised invasion seems imminent while Italy and
Force 1943
Germany wonder where the first blow will fall; and for that matter so
do we.
June 26, 1943
We are situated on a point that juts out prominently into the sea. We offer a juicy target to the enemy
any way one looks at it. At the moment there are over a hundred planes parked on this field. By
camouflage, digging in and so-forth we have taken almost every precaution----for a passive defense
against air attack. We have been lucky. Either the enemy does not know the value of this target or he
simply doesn't have the facilities or the courage to bomb it. The fact remains that we have not yet been
attacked. A few minutes ago we received a report that there were approximately one hundred Jerry
planes high over Cape Bon and heading this way. Between here and the cape there should be enough
of our fighters to take care of the situation. They will have no easy time of it, even if they do get
through. There are ack-ack batteries galore located here. The boys who man them seem to have a
pretty good reputation. We shall see what happens if Jerry does come over.
From one unpleasant subject to another unpleasant one. The assistant inspector general is here on the
base to look into a matter that occurred some time back. One of our guards accidentally shot one of the
men when he fired at a jeep in the dark. The guard evidently missed the person he was shooting at and

the bullet wounded an innocent bystander. After the last episode this group encountered that concerned
inspectors this new situation is not good. A wire in from higher headquarters today says to expect
parties of enemy paratroopers on the 28th and 30th. A few paratroopers captured recently near Sousse
confessed that other parties were being sent out on the above dates and that they were to land west of
Sousse. The aviation cadet board met this afternoon and selected 1st Lt. Bowsher, 489th Squadron; he
will no doubt go back to the states for his flight training. Another wire in today seems to want all the
available awards submitted at once. They have set the deadline on these recommendations for the end
of the month. Maybe soon we shall have a clear policy insofar as jurisdiction is concerned.
The colonel returned this afternoon but he did not get a chance to see Lt. Zerega or Sgt. Warren.
However he did talk to Capt. Marcan [Donald J. Marcan]. Col. Tokaz says he is in good spirits
considering the experience he has gone through. We shall endeavor to get the Distinguished Flying
Cross for all members of the crew who went down with Col. Mills. Capt. Marcan, Lt. Zerenga and Sgt.
Warren [Gordon W. Warren?] escaped by parachute but the others [Lt Edgar Penny, S/Sgt. Russell E.
McGuire] are feared lost. Col. Tokaz reports there are literally hundreds of allied planes of all types in
this vicinity. It would seem that the promised invasion is imminent. All our hopes ride with this next
operation and confidence runs high that it shall succeed.
June 27, 1943
A very busy, buzzy day at group headquarters this 27th day of June. Reports, reports and more reports
to be submitted immediately. Deadlines to be met. New problems arising. It seems these things come
in bunches. The staff was informed today that new operations are imminent. Smiles crossed the faces
of those attending the meeting, denoting the eagerness with which this command awaits the next phase
of combat. Word received today indicates that we may move to a field near Enfideville soon. The
question is: Can we operate independently of the 12th Group? If so we shall soon have a field of our
own. It would entail a good deal of work in moving but at least we would have the satisfaction of
knowing that we can carry the job “on our own.”
Air Medal awards must be re-submitted with a deadline set on the last day of this month. Tomorrow
recommendations for Distinguished Flying Crosses go in for every member of Col. Mills ship. Another
wire in from higher headquarters again warning us to be on the lookout for enemy paratroopers. The
command is sufficiently prepared to take care of simple exigencies, however a large scale attack might
give us some trouble. Last night the Group was entertained by a heavy barrage far out to sea. It was
flashed to us that a number of enemy air craft were sighted north of our position here. Just after that a
heavy barrage was sent up off the coast. Evidently the enemy was after a large convoy steaming
toward Tunis. No further information available.
Promotions are becoming a problem. This group has always been quick to commend and promote
those officers deserving of increased responsibility and rank. The first batch of promotions submitted
to higher headquarters went through quickly and without any trouble. Recently however the policy has
been changed. Evidently the 9th Air Force has received correspondence from Washington concerning
the manner in which they were promoting. Consequently no officer will now be promoted unless he
has at least six months of grade. In addition two extract copies of his last promotions orders must be
forwarded with the recommendation.
Mail is coming in quite regularly now and that's the good news. Food continues to be a problem with
no solution in sight. One theory advanced is the fact that there are so many allied troops to feed now.
Since the 8th army has been pulled out that hardly seems possible or likely.

Three men over 38 years of age came through on orders today to return to the states. This outfit has
quite a few men who may be discharged soon. It is hoped that replacements will soon be available for
the men in question. General Brereton may be on the base in a few days. In expectation of his arrival
the group will have a “dry run” inspection formation tomorrow after retreat. We understand that
General Brereton is, to say the least, quite observing. We shall endeavor to create a good impression.
June 28, 1943
Still trying to get the citations and awards into higher headquarters with the boys in group working like
Trojans to complete them. A secret wire just in again warns us to be on the look out for paratroopers
and designates a specific night to be especially watchful---the night designated is tonight. The
squadrons have all been warned to keep their eyes and ears open for any eventuality.
A dry run formation was held this evening just before the retreat ceremony. All squadrons participated
and the formation worked out quite well. Squadrons have been informed to confiscate all abandoned
and captured enemy property. These items will be turned in to the proper authority.
The inspector general is still carrying on his investigation. No definite news yet. The command is still
in training and there have been no combat missions flown from this field since the fall of Pantelleria
and Lampedusa. Five day leaves are being issued to various combat crew members and deserving
others.
All squadron commanders and operations officers have been grounded temporarily. The training
program has slowed down success somewhat and the Colonel is taking this measure to affect a change
for the better. A warm day today as the summer wears on we all wonder when the invasion is to begin.
June 29, 1943
Biggest news of the day is that this organization has finally received its new priority APO number.
Henceforth all personnel of this unit will use APO 616. We have been trying for weeks to get a new
number to speed up the mail. At last we have succeeded. The situation will mean a lot to the fellows if
the problem of slow mail is solved. We shall see. Still in training and no missions in sight. Enemy air
activity is reported on the increase but the allies have a world of planes over here and no one is too
worried. An air raid alert was sounded again this morning but no planes were seen. At lest the citations
and awards have been completed and submitted to higher headquarters. It is hoped that this matter,
which has been hanging fire for so long, will now be expedited. Wogs living in the ammo dump will
be removed. They may not cause trouble at any time but to be on the safe side they will be sent to
another place. Another bright, sunshiny day today with the breeze from the sea a heavenly blessing.
The days are getting warmer and with warmer days the flies, bugs and mosquitoes are on the increase.
The unit has had no further word about moving to the new air base at Enfideville. Efficiency reports on
officers of field grades were completed today. The inspector general is still on the base making various
inspections. This is the army and even over here there are always inspections being made. A coast
artillery unit is being set up near here. An American bunch they have just come from Oran. One of
their boys stepped on a land mine today and was badly injured. The food is the same-----ye olde bully
beef.

June, 30, 1943
June fades into July and we wonder what the new month will bring. After a period of no missions and
intensive training the boys are once again eager for combat. Two new crews assigned today. Both
came from Columbia, S.C., our old base, and things must be different in the States, according to their
statements. Col. Tokaz and Major Bailey went to T.B.F. This afternoon and returned this evening. No
further news available about impending operations at this time. The squadron commanders were
admonished to exert a little more pressure on their squadrons in the future. During periods of lull,
laziness creeps up and special measures must be taken to correct any deficiencies. Passes for Algiers
are still in order and many of the squadrons are taking this opportunity to give deserving personnel a
little time off. Group encourages it and it is a good policy. The 489th has a slight outbreak of dysentery
but with closer methods of sanitation supervision this trouble should be cleared up shortly. A
memorandum in today states that officers returning to the U.S. will be given a maximum of fifteen days
leave. In the past men returned from combat expecting to get thirty to sixty day leaves of absence. Pay
day today and right on the button for a change. Going to try and get a scraper to even off these roads of
ours. Some of the squadrons are showing a little initiative on the food situation. A couple of them have
fried chicken dinners this evening. The writer can testify that a meal like that is wonderful for morale.
One of the beaches near here will have to be cleared to all swimmers for the present. A mine has been
located and, until the time it can be taken care of, there will be no swimming in that vicinity. Everyone
picking up a wonderful tan and getting dark in darkest Africa. The movies continue nightly. News of
enemy paratroopers continue to come in to this headquarters. The guard has been instructed and some
of the boys express a desire to see a few of these bundles from heaven. The name “Avengers” is
appearing more regularly every day. Jeeps, trucks and command cars are being painted up. It won't be
long until everyone will know that we are the “Avengers.”

Sgt. Hymie Setzer in Camp at Hergla

